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The iThemba LABS neutron beam facility is currently being used for various applications of fast 
neutron studies, such as measurements of fission cross sections, the biological effectiveness of 
high-energy neutrons, calibration of detectors used for dose monitoring in space and aircrafts, 
and the development of neutron dose monitors. 
Neutron beams with energies up to 200 MeV are produced at iThemba LABS by irradiating 
thin targets of 7Li and 9Be with protons from the separated-sector cyclotron. The neutrons are 
collimated to produce a beam with a diameter of about 50 mm at a flight path of 7.7 m from the 
target. The collimator geometry is designed to maximize the central part of the beam resulting 
in a beam with a uniform intensity throughout its diameter and a small penumbra. Secondary 
neutrons produced from the interactions of the primary charged particles with structural parts 
e.g. beampipes, shielding wall, target holder, etc have been observed in the measured neutron 
fluence spectra. The Monte Carlo radiation transport code FLUKA were used to study the effects 
of secondary neutrons on the neutron fluence spectra. Results obtained from the calculations 
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The iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Sciences (iThemba LABS) is the laboratory for 
multidisciplinary particle accelerator research in Faure, near Cape Town in South Africa. It 
provides facilities for basic applied research using accelerated particle beams, radiotherapy for the 
treatment of cancer and supply accelerator-produced radioactive isotopes for nuclear medicine 
a nd research [1]. 
The neutron facility at iThemba LABS is used for neutron physics studies [2] as well as applications 
such as radiobiology (the investigation of the biological effect) [3]. radiation dosimetry (testing 
instruments at high energy accelerators), measurements of cross sections for neutron induced 
reactions [4]. and calibration of detectors used for dose monitoring in space and aircrafts [5J. 
A characterized mono-energetic neutron beam is needed for the above mentioned applications. 
Experimentally a mono-energetic beam cannot be produced, only quasi-monoenergetic neutron 
beam because of the contribution of the secondary neutrons as well as neutrons produced due to 
the nature of the interaction between the incident protons and the target. Quasi-monoenergetic 
neutron beams are useful for calibrating detectors which are not able to distinguish between several 
neutron energies, this can be done by using different methods one of which is Time-Of-Flight 
(TOF) [5]. 
The beam line at the neutron facility consists of several components such as concrete, iron, 
borated polyethylene, etc, which are used to provide a well collimated beam in the experimental 












produce secondary types of radiation such as photons and neutrons as a by-product of inelastic 
scattering, i.e. (n,n')-reactions, as well as capture gamma photons from (n, () reactions. Neu-
trons can interact in difFerent ways depending on the scattering cross section interaction and 
the larger this cross-section the more interactions there will be, which results in more secondary 
particles being produced (secondary neutrons) (see Fig. 1.12). There have been observations 
of secondary neutrons which afFect the spectral distribution of the neutron beams by increasing 
the low energy component [6, 7]. These secondary neutrons may have been produced from the 
interactions of the primary charged particles with structural parts, e.g. beampipes, shielding wall, 
target holder, collimator, etc. Secondary neutrons, may escape through the passage from the 
target area to the experimental area (see Fig. 1.2). In order to understand where in the beam 
line secondary neutron scattering is taking place, it is necessary to model the neutron facility in 
its entirety and obtain the neutron fluence spectra for the entire energy range. In principle, neu-
tron fluence spectra can be measured experimentally or calculated using Monte Carlo radiation 
transport codes [8, 9] 
1.1 iThemba LABS neutron facility 
At iThemba LABS a separated-sector cyclotron (SSC) and its two injector cyclotrons can accel-
erate different types of beams such as light and heavy ions as well as the polarized proton ions 
which are produced in the polarized ion source. Proton beam which is used for production of the 
neutrons is pre-accelerated in the first solid-pole injector cyclotron (SPC1) to energy of 3.14 MeV 
and then accelerated finally in SSC up to energy 200 MeV [10, 11]. The layout of the accelerator 
facilities at iThemba LABS is shown in Fig. 1.1. A proton beam of energy up to 200 MeV is 
then transported into D-line vault where the neutron time of flight facility is situated. Fig. 1.2 
shows schematic diagram of the neutron facility at iThemba LABS. 
Neutron beams are produced at iThemba LABS in the time-of-flight facility through difFerent 
reactions such as 'Li(p,n)lBe and 9Be(p,n)9B. As can be seen in Fig. 1.2 the incoming protons 
interact with the target and the neutrons produced are emitted via the 3 m long circular iron 
collimator (25 mm diameter) at several neutron emission angles (0°, 4°, 8°, 12° and 16°). The 











Figure 1 1 LJyoo t of iThcm bJ LABS 
[o llirn .lor is IOG1ted <It a dis lance of 2 III .1W;;Y from th e t," get. Unw,1nted ch,"ged p,lrticie, ,1re 
directed to the beam dllmp a[ld a 5 ern x 5 Cm gr,1phite bl ock is in serted inside the (01I i01,110< 
to absorbed resi dual charged p,,,ticies th"t d id not P,1S5 through the be.1 m dump Two doors 
ore located .t t he end of the passage to seporate the or." where neutrons .1te l)I'odllced ,1nd the 
expe ri ment. 1 arc., The li"t doco- from the "de of l)fodl>ct ion .re« is cornposeu of Iron whde t he 
other one i, "",de of bor<lted po lye thy lell e, ill order to p,even: the sc,1ttHed nelltrons th .lt mi ght 
C5CJ pC through t he po05d g" inlo :he meo5 IJre,ne nt dre,," I he re is. 5",,,11 ope ning wi t h ,1 height of 
about 150 ern "[lei 77 Cm width "bove these doors i e, space betw"e" the doors and th e co ncrete 
bl oc ks fCO" min g part of th e ceiling 
Nelltron beams produced frCO"Tl 100 MeV protons inc ide nt on a 5 mm thi ck 'Li ta rget "I iThemb" 
LABS ore choracte rl,ed fCO" 0' and 16' ne utron em ission angl es [5[ by <1 high ene rgy p e~k and th e 
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F,g-ure 1.2: Schematic repre'.rllation of iTh~mbd LABS ".,llro" bcility_ 
I ABS where ljLJdSl rnor10ellergelic neu:ronS were oblained by iXlrnbardlng " thin 7li target WJ:h 
100 MeV protons_ The nelltron Ilu ence / ' can be defined as II", neutron flux!, Q , integr.ted 
ever the entire measurement time, I, and represent, th e number of neutron, per unit area chat 
pClssed dUring thi~ time 
J I"~ ¢(I)<lI. 
" 
(1 1) 
Neutron fluenre ,!><,ctrLJm obtained at Q~ ,hown in the filllJr" con,i't' oftl·"," p"rb, a hig'h energy 
peak and d CGrltinuum neutron 'i>f'Ctrum [~l The high erlergy peak resilits from the grollnd stelle 
:r<Hlsition of th e ' Li(p, n)'Be react io n, and t he first excit~d state, whil e :he cOrltinuum neutron 
spectrum (t"il) is the ~pec:rum res ullS horn the Ixedkup reactions an d secondary neu: ron s 
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E 
0 
" ~ - " e ~ 16" • " (') ,. 0 ' \ - , • \ • 
Q~10 " 30 " 50 " ., e" "' '''' 1 1(1 EfMeV 
Flgllr~ 13' Me~Sltred ,-", "1<on f l lJ~nce 5!>"ctra for ' I i(p,nfR~ r~"cti on ;,1 ne"tron emi"ion <I ngle-, of 
if (thick Ii",,) a nd 16" (:111[1 '",e) rela tive to the proto" beam directi on [5] 
1.2 Neutron flue nee measurements 
NelJtrofl tlLJellcc "pectra ca" b~ measured U5HIg a v.rtcty af methad, b.sed on different techn ique> 
slJCh ", recoil <pectrolllet,y, Time-of- I light (TOF) [12], t hre,hold 'pectrometry and methad" 
[)"",rI on nell t rOn mooer" t io n [131 T he recoil <pectrometry i nvalve< meo ,1J rement [If t he rceo''! i ng 
nucleus ene rgy .fle, the ne<Jtron " S(.1tt ered olr the mJcl",,,,, e.g recail protan tcb.cape [H I 
1 h~ 1 OF t~[hni qll ~ IS iJ"5~d an rTl ""Sl,"ng the neutron lIight lime, over well rlefined ddonce, 
dn d th~n converting th e olJtilined fl l~ h t t"Tl ~S to ~nH~ie" T hr e,hold SI)edrometry in wh ich a 
[]lInlmlim ne lltron ene r~y i, IndiCilt ~d uy t he "ppe" r .nc~ of " nellt ron ,ndu(ed effect Slid ., 
r~ d i ()activity ("ctiv.ti()n c.- fis5Ion [15, 131) In t h" wor k tf>" mdhcxf !,,,,er! On TOI ledn iq ll e 
w~< u<ed to obt ail1 the ,,~utrool flu~nce beCdus~ the m~"surements w~re "'dde u5Ing or~"n l c 
scint il l.tar wilich h.s " bst t ime r~won'~ "nd "wel l sli ited for timing n1eJ,ureme nts 
Org.ln ic ,c in ti ll.ltl()n detectors are the m05t c()mmol1 detect ()r< lJ,ed far f"st l1eutron detect io" 
wh~re nelltm" IJl1der~() ~ I astic scatt erll1g of hy drogen a"d detected, indirectly_ vi" ",condary 
ch~rgcd partic lcs re lea5~d I" the Ifltcractio" with t he scl nttll"ti()n comp()n~nt' ene rgy depo,it~d 











the amplitude of t his pulsc- 15 p;o pottional to t he total li ght praduced In th e scinti ll<ltor Org;Jnic 
sc in ti ll ators h,wc' " fast t ime reS I,on"" "nd arc we ll ,uited fDr t iming me.,ure me nts. The rise 
t ime, i.c. the t ime it takes to pO pUI .ltC the pro n1pt fluorescence le""I, "the cnler of 0 5-1,0 nS 
for mo,t org.Jnic scinti ll" tors, a nd rifcay times r,,,,!,;c from 2 to 4 I),lnosccond (ns) [16, 17] In 
"ddit iol1, SOme :;c lntdl .JtOfs h<l ve « slO'we, dKdY component .lnd t he nlJmber of t he p,lrticle, of 
th ese s l"""" dK"ying level' depenrls On the particle type as ' ha .... n in Fig.l 4 
rilil~ (ns) 
I igure 1 4 T ime ocpcndence of SCl nt;lIdtion rlJl,~, in " det",,\ar "h~" ~xcil",1 to d irr~,e nl lyp'" or 
""li .1lion [16] 
I ig. 1.55110\"''' schem"tic rli.lp.ln1 of t he main eicctronlc confip;uration of compDnents used fDf 
pulse processing The pul,es m"y be ploHerl in energy rlistriblltions c.111ed pili", 1lc1!;ht speetr.1 
Genera lly. t he sign ill s from se lntill .Jto" .Jre th e 'LJm of t wo exponen t i.,1 dec.,Y' (f.1St .1 nd slow 
Slgn. I). which c.rry Info;m"tion In t heir sh"pe. or more precisely in their ",e dnd rl&;,lY time 
Part ic les of diffefent IDn i,ation po,,",," pmduce longe r or shcrter plii ses ,n the rleteetor. resLJlting 
In di ffere nt pul'e sh.pes [17. 16] A pliise sh.Jpe "n" lyLe r, such ,IS LINK modlile lUll C;Jn be used 
to produce th e pul se height L. by int egr,lt in g the input 1",19' over" lonf( periorl (500 ns) .1n<1 
f.st CDfllpone nt F, by Int egr"ting t he Inpll t pulse o""r" short period ("bollt J.Ons) [lY, ) 0] 
A 11010'1 ell.1rt re!,,"esenti n ~ t he differe nt steps u>ed for ne utro n Ilue nce n"'"SUre rll e nt IS shown 
In I ig 1.6 The tlmin~ si ~ n.ll is used to st.,rt t he Time-to-A n1p litud~ Conv~rt~r (TAC) th.t 
me.lsured t h ~ ne utron tim e-of-fli~ht. T, t h ~ stop pulse for TAC IS !,,"ov id ed by the be" m Plil se, 
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Amplifi er 
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• Mulli ChJ- - , ~ , {'fl.llvzer (tvKf') 
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Fi~IJr~ 1 5 ' Schermlic d;"gr<HTl "ftr." ",,,in electn>n;c cunfi~ lIr"ti('" of compunents lls .. d feo: th~ rulse 
processing 'J :, m€J5lJfe. tr., fli ght time, of I t", ne utron, from If>. target to from of th e scint illator, L is 
th~ Pil ls. h e i~ht "no F is tr., f"'l C(~nr(""""t ()f tr., ru l ,~ r...ight 
with th .. n .. utron ~nHgy, Er., to d~t .. 'mi n~ t.he cffici .. ncy of th~ det.ect or The effic iency of th~ 
detlftor, os;) function of the neutro n energy, is;Jn Import"flt property of the detector tholt ,,~.,Js 
to be determ Incd ( ~xp cr; mcnt. lI y or ca leul"t cd using Mon tc C.rlo code) In order to d etermone thc 
tot,,1 number of the ncut rons th"t Inte r" ct with the scinti ll .tor mater",1 In th e d ~tector medium 
Neutron fluence at a particu lar energy con b€ measured from th ~ tota l number of Ileutroll' .nd 
th e cross \.Cction,,1 .rc" of th e detlXtor using thc flu ence equ.Jtion 
(1.2) 
where (T) is the neutron fllJence, .Yo" the t otal neutron number and A i, the cro" ",,:tional area 
of th ~ det ectcr. 
1. 2. 1 Detector response function 
Th€ I"Jlse heig ht 'pect ru m m~a qJr ed for a neut ron of a SI}Ccific ene rgy u,ing all organic s.:;intil la-
tion detect.or is known " t.he rcsponse function of t.he 'CI nt.illator. Th€ re'pon"" f'JlKtion depend' 
on the €n ~rgy ofth ~ incident Ileutron. t hc ty pe ofth ~ int~raction, in the detector, an d the geom-
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[21, 22, 23, 24]. tl~low 20 MeV. the re'llOnse I'Hlclions h"v~ been measured cxp ~rimcnt~l ly ,md 
w~11 rcprodll(~d by Monic (,,,10 c"lClil~tion, On th e other hclnd, in .,n energy r~n~e above 20 
MeV, fewer med'U r~ments clnd cdiculdt 100S Qfth~ ,,,,porI'" fLJnctio"' in seve,o I-tens- MeV 11elltron 
~n~rlY r~g lon h~v~ b~~n reported [25, 26, 27[. 
An idedl or th e expected distribLJt io" of proton reco il ~nc r ~y from ~ mOl1o-cncr~cti[ neutron 
SQulce i~ cl "t,,~ l e ,ectdngle as shown in Fig 1 I whuc th~ prob.bility for " ncutroll inte racting In 
the detector volume" equcl l for cll l energie, Hry,wver, in " re,,1 detecto r mony diff~rcnt f~[tors 
contribute to the (Grmdtion of the "'~dsur~d 'peCI'Ll'" such as edge effect, mLJltiple hydro!';cn 
>catt~"ng .nd noolinc~r light Olltput [16]' [dg~ ~n~ct i ~ Cdllsed by l11Com~let~ energy d~I}{),ition 
~~: ", . 
" 
" - 0 
I 
I igure 1 7 Id~" 1 "'lCfgy d i>lrilKJt ion of th~ recoil proton from " tnorD-~nHgHic n~utron 50UrCe [16[ 
by the r~C(}il chargNi pclrticles (Wolon,) INhen the ~n~'gy of th~ neLJtron j.; hi ~ h , i_ ~ it h~s 
suHiei~nt ~nugy such that the recoil woton's m~dn free pdlll IS I"rge in compari,on with the 
dct~ctor d lln ~nswns, then edg~ effect wil l be ob,erved ,n the detector oll t l"'t [16] 
Neutrons mcly II ndergo multiple hyd ro ~e n or co ,bon ,cattui np befor~ stoppi n),; withi n th~ dct~ctor 
vollJme If a neutron LJn(ier),;oe, multiple carbon >eaUc rll'),;s , th~n th~ r~sulting spedrllnl would 
be simi"-" to thot re'LJltin~ from a ,"n ~ le c",bon ~vent , whu~ more low energy ~vents will be 
ob",rv~d On tr.e other hand, if th~ l1eutron undugo~, multiple hydrogen ,,,,,ttenngs, the efl ~ct 
cou Id be si),;nific,"t in the r~su Itin)'; spc-etru m All ev~nts /rom d ",ng l ~ ~~ulro~ even from mult i~le 










sp~ctrum Since th~ "vHJ~e ~ner~y lost in a " ngl e neutron hydrogen colli si on i, h~1f of the 
neutron'5 'niti ~1 energy. mu lt'pl e 5Cattering5 with hydrogen Increase5 th e en"gy tr.nsferred to 
th e detector and c. u"" more high energy events to be obse rv ed [16, 28 , 291 Re5ponse of .n 
orpnlc sClntill.tor to protons may be obt~ined fro m the upper I,mit of the pulse heigh t 5peet rum 
of recoi l protons produced by ela,tic n-p Y Jtt.cnn g of mono-ener!;et.ic neut ron, in the yintil lJtor 
Effect of tf>c different facto" which contr ibute to t he form ation of th e puly height wectrum c"n 
be yen cle~rly in Fig 1 8 
240r" ,,~-,-------------------------------, 
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Figure 1 8 The dille/enl tact CO" allectln8 lhe r"'pClnse func tion u lc uLlted for a cyl indriul , Iii bene 
cry,to,1 o,l n~lJtron ~ner~y of 2.u M~V .• "'Llhple o_"l>on ,c" ttc ri n~, b mlJ lt ip lc hyd rogen 5nttcrin~, 
c: single ",allering wilh delect CO' nonli'le.ri ly and ed~e etiect, d' CCltnb inalion ot , ingle and multi~e 
'''"tt.,,-in!; from hydrogen, e: cc<nf'O'it~ 'l}t'cl rLlm con,i'l"'~ of the >l Jm of 51:>ect r_, c "nd d [lui 
An e"Jmple of pul,~ h ~ i ~ht spectrum of NEl13 li q ui d sc in til lJt.Q( meJ5l" ed Jnd c"lclJ l "t~d tOi 46 
MeV neLitrons " , hown In Fig 1.9 , Compon " 't, du e to ch. ' ged product, of n-C Int" action5 
co ntribl,Jt~ to thi, r(";pon,~ function in the region to th ~ left ofl-he dJ,h~ d I,n e (h<130), whHe the 
diSJ~r~ement betwe€ n CJiculJtd "nd m~"sur~d r ~5pon "", " vHy Jpp,,'ent H()Wt'ver, J~rHm~nt 
is ~ood in th~ uppe< re!;ion of I.h e respon c.e funct ion (h ;--- 130) which i5 due to n- p el~5t ic 
,(attering only. 
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Figllre 19 R"I>onse function, l11easurffJ with a NE213 liquid ,c;"lill"l'" (lhie, line) and colculaled 
usin b lhe code SCiNrUL (thi" Ii".) rot 40 MeV ""LJlrurb wc",e dN"lh j, '.he nllmner uf collnt, per 
pll l", hci~h'. inte"',, ' ;" " funCion of pul,e-height (Ii) 112] 
photon) ol1d [am poncnts of the detector mcd i LJ m, arc ,,,,,,,ily sep"rated by u,j ng two-dinw",; onal 
p;r.phical plot, of >Jaw ,,"d tot,,1 compol1cnt pulse-heights J5 shuwn in Fig. 1 10, wlwre I). d, Jnel 
() arc the proton deuteron and "I ph" part.lrl" >"Odll'_fd by neut.rons. respectively ilrld e is the 
e lectrons produced oy photuns [30) 
1.2.2 Time-of-Flight (TO F) 
The Time-ol-Flight (TOF) is " technique b.,5<Cd on a relatlon,h,p betv.,.+n the time flight p"th , 
I (nanG-,",cond) and the kinetic frl€ rgy of the neillrons, b'n(M eV) , The IItutr0I1S trilvel "long il 
flight p"th, d (n'flers), tcwilrd, the detector The energy oftl..., ntlltron " measured by taking the 
time difference between the productioll poill t of the Ilcutrort (impinging portic le on the nelJtron 
torget) and the sub,equeflt detectioll of the neutron ot the detecto,. l oc~ted "t "given fli ght p"th 
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Pul,c height of $Iow component 
Figure 1 iO T w<>-rl, nl€ o<;,on . 1 pul!1C ""'8!'t ~., ,,,' plOI' ~f th~ sl aw mmponcnl Ve~'$ 1",.1 comP""~"{ 
10 IdentIty :Iv> "",lOcI", pruducHl Of' the NE211 5cint,llalOf The dl!iCfjmjn~('o" buu"dJry i!; ,nd"~lcd 
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Figure 1.11: TOF spectrum for proton and heavier charged particle events, when exposed to neutrons 
produced by 66 MeV protons incident on the 1 mm thick 'Li target [31]. 
In the spectrum, a sharp peak at channel number 1608 corresponding to the highest energy 
neutrons of 64 MeV (Q = -1.64 MeV) can be seen clearly. This peak arises principally from the 
transition to the unresolved ground and first excited states of 'Be in the 'Li(p, n)1Be reaction. 
A gamma peak can be seen at channel number 2005 in the figure, and is attributed to gammas 
produced in, or around, the target in the proton beam line. The rest of the spectrum consists of 
a broad lower energy tail, which arises from excitation of the higher states in 'Be or from break 
up reactions leading to three or more particles in the final state. The full width at half maximum 
of the gamma peak provides a measure of the intrinsic time resolution of the detector system. 
1.3 Previous work 
At energy below 20 MeV, measurements of neutron fluence spectra are well established and 
documented because the relevant cross sections are relatively well known, while above this energy 











increases which becomes increasingly difficult to estimate these contributions because the cross-
section data that are required are either not available or not accurate enough [32]. Fig. 1.12 
shows the total cross sections for n-p interactions and n-C interaction for neutron energies (a) 
from 0 to 20 MeV [33] and (b) from 20 to 72 MeV [34]. Neutron fluence spectra were measured 
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Figure 1.12: Cross sections of various interaction processes of neutrons with carbon nuclei as a function 
of neutron energy, the n-p scattering cross section is also given for neutron energy range of (a) from 0 
up to 20 MeV [33] and (b) from 20 up to 72 MeV [34]. 
at iThemba LABS at neutron energies up to 150 MeV by Brooks et uf. [35] by using two 











spectra obtained usrng (a) Li and (b) graphite targets respectively. In each case, the neutron 
fluence spectrum shows the high energy peak and continuum neutron spectrum. Also, the fluence 






Figure 1.13: Measured neutron fluence spectra obtained from (a) Li target and (b) graphite target, 
using TOF (histogram) and unfolding (points) methods [35]. 
the calculated neutron fluence spectrum indicates a good agreement over a wide energy range 
[9]. 
Neutron beams measured at 0° and 16° neutron emission angles presented in Fig. 1.3 [5] are 
characterized by a high energy peak and the continuum extending to low-energy (tail). A proton 
recoil telescope and NE213 scintillator were used to measure the neutron fluence within the high-
energy peak, while a Bonner sphere spectrometer is well suited for the low-energy tail. The aim 
of this measurement was to come out with a new method which minimizes the contribution from 
the low energy neutrons to the neutron fluence spectrum. This has been done by subtracting the 
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Several codes based on Monte Carlo Methods, have been used to model neutron facilities. These 
include codes such as Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNPX), GEometry ANd Tracking 
(GEANT4), and FLUktuierende KAscade (FLUKA). MCNPX is a general purpose Monte Carlo 
radiation transport code that is capable of tracking nearly all particles at nearly all energies. 
This computer code can treat arbitrary three-dimensional geometries of materials in cells, and 
uses point-wise (continuous) cross section data with different energy intervals. Fluence, energy 
deposition, particle pulse height or detectors are examples of the characteristics that can be 
estimated using this code [38, 39]. but this code is not freely distributed due to security reasons. 
GEANT4 is an object-oriented Monte-Carlo particle physics simulation toolkit based entirely on 
the C++ language. Its development started in 1993 in a worldwide collaboration effort RD44 
[40]. It is an open source project with updates released usually twice a year available on the 
official website [41] of the project. This code is more suitable for individual particle tracking but 
in the case of the energy deposition studies like radiation shielding and dosimetry, where very 
high statistics for particle transport are needed a code such as FLUKA can be used. 
FLUKA is used for a vast variety of applications like proton and electron accelerator shielding 
applications, target design, calorimetry, activation, dosimetry, detector design, Accelerator Driven 
Systems, space radiation and cosmic ray showers, neutrino physics and radiotherapy. Particles 
can be transported in arbitrary complex geometries, details about this code and its uses are given 
in Chapter 2. 
In order to do such simulations of the neutron facility, it is important to understand the basic 











Monte Carlo calculations by means of 
the FLUKA code 
2.1 Introduction to FlUKA code 
The FLUKA code was developed in 1962 by J. Ranft and H. Geibel for hadron beams. The 
name FLUKA (of German origin meaning FLUktuierende KAscade) came eight years later. Since 
then, the code has been continuously modified and improved to use better and more accurate 
physical models [42, 43]. in order to transport particles from very low energy ranges (thermal) up 
to very high energies (TeV) for various scientific purposes. The modern code is a multi-purpose 
Monte Carlo radiation transport code, which, since 1989 has been managed by the collaboration 
between the Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) and the European Laboratory 
for Nuclear Particle Physics (CERN). It is used in many fields of physics, both for fundamental 
research and multi-disciplinary applications. 
One of the major advantages of FLUKA compared to other Monte Carlo transport codes is the 
ability to simulate, with accuracy, the transport of 60 different particles including hadrons, muons, 
electrons, photons, and low-energy neutrons in a single run without interfacing different codes. 
Secondary particles produced from the same primary particle are transported before a new primary 












The FLUKA input file is Fortran-based and it consists of fixed-format data cards for numerical 
parameters. These cards contain information regarding the particle of interest, its energy and 
position, the geometry of the problem, materials and the estimators (tallies). FLUKA uses a 
combinatorial geometry package originally developed at ORNL (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 
for the neutron and i-ray transport program MORSE [42, 44]. The package includes additional 
geometry features, e.g. infinite cylinders, planes and complex geometries. The geometry of the 
problem is built in three dimensional using a number of standard bodies, e.g. planes, cylinders, 
spheres, parallelepipeds, etc. defined in regions composed of some materials. Approximately 27 
of the well known materials are already predefined in FLUKA. 
In FLUKA the primary particle is tracked through its path across the geometry where it propagates 
unchanged (first free path) until it crosses a boundary to an adjacent region, where it interacts 
with materials in that region. Depending on the particle and its initial energy, the particle can 
either interact with the material or can be stopped inside the material (attenuated) if its energy 
falls below the threshold or it may escape. If an inelastic reaction occurs, secondary particles are 
produced and tracked. The tracking of particles across boundaries is treated using an improved 
multiple scattering model derived from Moliere's theory [42]. This model contains a sophisticated 
algorithm that calculates the distance to the nearest boundary, which allows exact transport of 
particles across region boundaries. Therefore, boundary crossing points are precisely identified, 
even in the presence of very thin layers. 
The calculation (scoring / estimation / tallying) in FLUKA is carried out in intervals (binnings) 
depending on the geometry while the yields are obtained by means of an estimator [42]. Various 
estimators are available to calculate 
• Particle fluence and current, 
• Number of inelastic reactions in a defined volume, 
• Track-length of particles in defined volumes, 
• Produced residual nuclei, 
• Angle dependent particle production yields, 











Particle fluence is calculated using an estimator called USRBDX. In order to calculate the fluence 
of the particle, relevant information such as the particle of interest, the region for scoring and 
its dimensions (cm), energy/momentum range (GeV), angle range (steradian) and number of 
histories/cascades is needed. In FLUKA the particle fluence, 0, is calculated using the following 
equation 
q) = number of particles. 
E x A x PI' 
(2.1) 
where E is the particle energy (GeV), PI' is number of primary particles (histories) and A is the 
boundary area (nn 2 ). 
Neutron interactions are treated by means of different hadronic interaction models, depending 
on the initial energy of the primary particles. A full description of these models and their most 
recent developments can be found in [45, 46]. Neutrons with energies below 20 MeV (low energy 
neutrons) are treated separately from those with energies above 20 MeV (high energy neutrons). 
High energy neutrons are treated by means of a hadronic model called the Pre-Equilibrium Ap-
proach to NuciearThermalization (PEANUT) [47]. This model describes the hadronic interactions 
using a very detailed Generalised Intra-Nuclear Cascade (INC)l and pre-equilibrium stage models 
[48, 49, 50], followed by equilibrium processes: evaporation, fission, Fermi break-up and gamma 
de-excitation. 
Low energy neutrons are modeled by means of a multi-group algorithm known as the Legendre 
angular expansion, which uses cross sections obtained from standard evaluated data, consisting 
of 72 neutron energy groups e.g. ENDFB-VI, JEFF, JENDL, etc. and equipped with standard 
processing tools [51, 52]. In this multi-group algorithm, the particle energy range is divided 
into intervals (energy groups) while elastic and inelastic scattering reactions are simulated by 
group-to-group (g -----+ g') transfer probabilities. The scattering transfer probability, p;, between 
different groups is represented by a P5 Legendre angular expansion 
N 
, ""' 21 + 1 . , 
aJq -----+ 9 ,/1) = ~ ~P;(jl)a~(g -----+ 9 ). (2.2) 
i=O 
where as and j1 are the scattering cross section and angle, respectively. This model contains 
detailed kinematics of elastic scattering on hydrogen nuclei, which includes the transport of 
llNC: Is a mechanism in which hadron-nucleus (h-A) reactions are described as a cascade of two-body inter-












proton recoils. However, photons emitted after an inelastic reaction or neutron capture are not 
treated in accordance with the multi-group algorithm but they are treated using a more accurate 
Electro-Magnetic FLUKA (EMF) package, which performs continuous transport with respect to 
energy [53, 54]. The electromagnetic sector is fully coupled to the hadronic one, e.g. photons from 
nuclear de-excitation are directly transported by EMF [52, 55]. For nuclei other than hydrogen, 
kerma factor is used to calculate the energy deposition, while electrons are transported by the 
EMF package [56, 57]. 
An example of a generalized FLUKA input file is given below. The particle source (beam) is 
described by the BEAM and BEAMPOS cards, while the geometry of the problem is described 
inside GEOBEGIN and GEOEND and materials are assigned according to the geometrical regions 
in the ASSIGNMAT card. The EMFCUT card denotes the energy cut-off for the production of 
electrons, positrons and photons when the primary particle interacts with some material. The 
default maximum energy threshold is 10 MeV. The SCORE card, defines the particles producing 
stars (hadronic inelastic interaction, which occurs at an energy higher than the threshold energy of 
the selected particle) and it is responsible for the energy deposition in each region. As mentioned 
above USRBDX is used to estimate the fluence or current and it can be given as a differential 















RPP bodyl Xmin 
RPP body2 Xmin 
RPP body3 Xmin 
RPP body4 Xmin 





















*RPP: Rectangular parallelepiped 
*has minimum and maximum coordinates bound the parallelepiped 
END 
regBHl S +bodyl -body2 
regVA2 S +body2 -body3 
regAi3 S +body3 -body4 
regAi4 S +body4 -bodyS 
regFeS S +bodyS 
END 
GEOEND 





























* Boundary crossing fluence in the middle of the target (log intervals, one-way) 
24 
USRBDX one-way fluence particle type output unit regAi4 regAi3 detector area pFluenUD 




logical file unit from which to read the seeds 











2.2 Simulations of the neutron experimental facility 
The main aim of the present study is to simulate the neutron facility at iThemba LABS [1] in 
order to investigate the secondary neutron background. Since the details of the facility were 
discussed in Chapter 1, here we limit our discussion to the simulations. 
At iThemba LABS neutrons are produced by bombarding either a 'Li, 9Be, or 12C target with a 
beam of protons of energy up to 200 MeV. A schematic depiction of the neutron facility as it was 
modelled is shown in Fig. 1.2. This experimental facility was simulated using FLUKA, version 
2006.3b. The aim of the calculation was to investigate whether the collimation system and/or 
shielding need modifications, with an aim to improve the facility for experimental purposes. 
2.2.1 The Monte Carlo model structure of the present problem 
When a fast neutron beam enters the geometry it interacts with different materials (air, iron, 
concrete, etc.) inside the region. Each possible interaction has a certain probability (cross 
section). A Monte Carlo progra m that solves the behavior of th is system cou Id, therefore, be 
described in the following way: 
• A primary neutron with energy (En) and at position (x, y, z) with respect to the geometry, 
interacts with the material inside the regions of interest, 
• This neutron, and all subsequently produced neutrons (secondaries) are transported. The 
coordinates of the neutron will remain unchanged when traversing / passing through a given 
geometry until an interaction occurs, in which case the particle's direction is changed, 
• The track length is determined by the probability of the neutron to interact, its energy and 
position in the current medium, 
• Possible interaction cross sections for the neutron are taken into account by means of an 
algorithm based on the Legendre polynomial expansion, 











• The neutron is subsequently tracked until it undergoes a scattering interaction (elastic or 
inelastic) where it is either transformed, absorbed, or leaves the region of interest, 
• The neutron fluence, is then calculated, per region of interest, as a function of energy 
(differential) or by also integrating over the solid angle and energy (double differential). 
A flow chart that describes the history of the neutron from initialization to interaction with 
materials until it is terminated is given in the context of FLUKA in Fig. 2.1. The study of the 











Neutron production: 9Be(p,xn), 
7U(p,xn), or 12C(p,xn) 
+ 
Neutron inside geometry of the body 
• Updating neutron parameters: 
energy, first free-path length, 
position, time, angle .. 
Neutron tracked in each boundary 
crossing point 
~ 
Hadronic model ~ Neutron with energy ~ Multi-group cross 
(PEANUT) :5 19.6 MeV? section data .. ~ Neutron scattered .. Averaging cross sections 




I Neutron tracked 
Neutron moderated? I Yes Neutron absorbed? No 
No 
Yes Neutron transported ~ Neutron fluence scored 
to the next body? per histories given? 
No 
Neutron escaped? I 
Neutron terminated 
End of the neutron history I 
I 











2.2.2 Beam profile 
This study was done in order to ascertain a suitable beam for the production of the neutron at 
iThemba LABS. Three types of proton beams were investigated in this study: pencil, halo, and 
diverging beams. For this simulation we considered a 200 MeV proton beam incident on a 10 
mm thick 9Be target and a 5 cm diameter detector placed at a distance of 7.7 m away from the 
target at 0 degree neutron emission angle with respect to the beam axis. For the pencil beam, 
information about the kinetic energy of the particle and its weight (1.0) is needed. The pencil 
beam was simulated using information given in the card below. 
BEAM kinetic energy beam ·,:eight Proton 
In contrast, the halo beam requires additional information such as inner radius (0.7 cm) and the 
outer radius (1.2 cm) as shown below. 
BEAl-l kinetic energy outer radius inner radius beam weight Proton 
The last test involved simulating a beam diverging at 3 mrad in the x-direction (particle beam 
direction). 
BEAM kinetic energy divergence value beam 'weight Proton 
2.2.3 Neutron emission angle 
This section describes tests carried out to study the effect of neutron emission angle on the 
neutron energy spectrum. Simulations were done to calculate the fluence of neutrons produced 
in the irradiation of a 10 mm thick 9Be target with 200 MeV protons, at a distance of 7.7 m and 
emission angles of 0, 4, 8 and 16 degrees with respect to the beam axis. The geometry describing 
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Neutron beams of m~rgl ~, up to 200 MeV Io'o'erf pm rilJ Cfrl from th e "' ter~cti'Jn of pmt on , with 
different t.'gets e l i , ' Be, and " C) which orf "voil.hle ~t iTh ernha LABS \-: ~ch t~fget i >d'Jm in ~te 
,,] specihc regio n with in t hi, eocrgy ran ge (0 - 200 MeV), I. C. t he 'l eutrvn s[lfctrum for 'li COverS 
th f hi gh energy region ~nd tk ,peet rum for "Be Covers the mf diurrl rfgi'JrI ''''hile the spectrum 
fOf "( cMHS k"" energy regie;", w',th in the given ~nergy range. In order to Inve,ligate t he ffffct 
cf I.rget thlcknes> 'J:l t he neutro n flu ence spect rum and t c und~"t,,"d how the prcdllctio li dthe 
'l elltfG" vary with t"rget thickness, t hree di ffer~ nt th'lck ness~s 3, ~ and 10 mm fer e~ch target 
WHe lI sed Each t~(get inter~cted wit h prct cns of ~ n~r&"I ~, d 66 MeV. 100 MeV and 200 MeV 
pratcns.t positi'JIl 0 0 0 em with respect tc th~ beam a ~ ", and a ~ em d l a""'t~r d et~ctor , ituated 
.t 7.-( m .way frem t he t Mget w~s used T he ""utron flu ence were then coiculatd as a function 
of neutron ~ n ergy at 0 degrees emi,,"Jn .. ngle 
2.2.5 Study of the neutron background 
i he s imul~tion, were performed in c(d ~ r t o inve,tigate th~ neu tron background 'lfl th e exper i 
menl~1 ,l,e~. I his w~s done in s~v~ ra l stages de,uih ed below. 










impinging on a 10 mm ;hick "Fle 1,1rgel WJ5 ,imul,1t.d The I'rget wa, placed on a ladder 
cOlnpo,.d of a 50 1"" hovdr foil at posit ion 0 0 0 wi:h respect:o Ihe rOQrn 200 ('m X ,100 '_1f' x 
L100 ~m fil l..d wi;h air , The neutron flu ence was calcul"t.d ,11 ,1 disl,lnce of7_7 rn .nd at cm""on 
.ngle of 0 dcgrcc with resp. ct to the beam axis. 
A collim,1:or, used to focus the neutron bCJrn, wos :hcn Introduc. d ,nlO th . g. om. try at 200 
Wl ,"'Jay from th . t<1rget at position 0 0 200 em with respect to the rOOm .XlS. Thi, coll,rnatOl 
w.s about 3 m k"'g, wit h <1 2.5 Wl circular opening A, shown in Fi g. 2.3, thc collimator wo< 
, urrounded by a radi .1t ion shi e ld composed of conoete, iron ,1nd bor,1t .d polyethylcne material, 
of different tfllckncs,,"s, The n. utron flu ence was also (Jicul"ted 




• h'~" I I'~ • • CJ c •• """ 
I igLJr. 2,3' I avou. ci Ihe collim,1!or 'y>!"'" 
II 
~" ,' .. ,,,,,,., 
The de,1ring magnet , beJm dump. gr,lphit. block, concrctc ""II .nd outer p.rts of the collim,1tor, 
e.g. emis, iOf1 3ngle openings (~. 8 ,lnd 16 degrec,), werc al,o Introduced into the g.-om. try, 115 
Wl thick cI . ",ing magnet WJS introduced in the neutron be,m I,nc.t. dISta nce of '" 50 un • way 
from th . torg . t to attr,,"!s the diorg . d pJrticies th"t did not inter,1ct with the targct .nd steers 
thcm into the 165 un Ions beam dump composed of a mixture of C",bOf1 ,1nd copper m,1teri,11s 
The 5 cm x 5 cm gr,1phi:e WJ' inserted in";de thc coll,m.lor and th . 2 m thick concrete w<1s 
introduced arollnd t he collim"tor as shown in Fib . 1.2, The n. utron flu . nce W,1S also obt<1in .d 
AI,o_ in ordcr to comPdrC with thc av. il . bl . exp emr~ntal resu l; s, neutron fl"",)[e were cJlclll,lterl 
for th . 66 f/; eV prOlon, on a I mm ' li, 10 mm "Be and 10 mm U( t,lrge: , 











of the borated polyethylene door as well as in front of the collimator body. The 9Be(p,n)9B 
reaction was used. The neutron detector was then introduced at distances of 50 and 250 cm 
from the borated polyethylene door (positions pI and p2 in Fig. 1.2 which corresponds to angles 
of 31 and 19 degrees with respect to the beam axis) and at distances of 1 and 150 cm from the 
shielding wall (positions p3 and p4 corresponding to angles of 23 and 12 degrees). The results 
were compared with those obtained at 0 degrees and at 7.7 m from the target (position p5). 
The results obtained in this study are presented in Chapter 4. One of the input files used for the 











Analysis of neutron fluence from 
measured data 
3.1 Overview of the measurement 
The experimental data presented in this work was obtained from the measurements carried out 
in the neutron facility at iThemba lABS [1] by M. Herbert et af. [31, 58] (for more details on 
the facility see Chapter 1). A brief overview of the data reduction techniques to extract neutron 
fluence spectra from the measured pulse height and time-of-flight spectra will be presented in 
this chapter and appendix B. In this experiment, a 66 MeV proton beam from iThemba lABS, 
separated sector cyclotron was used to irradiate three different targets to produce neutron beams. 
The targets used were lithium metal eli), Beryllium metal (9Be) and Carbon (l2C) of thickness 
of 1 mm, 10 mm and 10 mm, respectively. 
Measurements were carried out using a cylindrical NE213 organic liquid scintillator of 50 mm 
diameter x 50 mm placed at a distance of 7.7 m away from the target. A circular collimator 
aperture of diameter of 25 mm was used to produce a neutron beam at 0° neutron emission angle 
with respect to the beam axis. The pulse height, L, of the scintillation, the neutron time-of-flight 
parameter, Tn, and the the fast component of the scintillation pulse, F, were recorded and the 
data was analyzed off-line. link pulse shape discrimination unit (model 5010) [18] was used to 












d~t;l c~rried out ,lre described belo'w. Details of the 50itware cuts u",d to scl~ct evel1ts of il1ter~5t 
,lre pre>er\ted III Appendix L, 
3.2 Neutron fluence spectrum 
To obl"in " neutron fluenc~ spectrll,n, the detection efhci ~ "cy of th e d et~ctor ~> " tUllct ion at 
the neutron energy is required In this work th e n ~ utro" d ~tection ~ flici ellcy w~~ olclJlat ~d tor" 
NE213 scintill<1tar det ector . III tloi~ Ose th e neutron ,huuld tr"n~ter e llough ~ ~~ rgy to J ch,,,ged 
p'lrticl~ for th ~ 5cintillHio~ pul\.e to exceed the e lectmnic detection thre5llOld of the detectiQn 
sy,te'n. Therefore, the effici ency of the ~[213 scintillator ddector depends "" the energy of the 
Illcide ~t neutron, total cr055 ",ction of th e fluclea r Inte raction C.g n-p ~I.sti[ sc~tt~ring which 
15 u,ed In nClJtroll det~ctioo, geometry of the det~ctor {its shap~ ~nd size} and the electronic 
threshold of the det~ctor 
Fig 31 ,huw> th ~ pul", h ~ igh\ >f) ~ctrlJ'n m~ "slJred in ,1 N[213 yil1tilliltcr lor 'nono- ~ n ~ rg~tic 
,, ~ utron> 01 ~n ~r gy 01 64 M~V [v~ nts shcmn In Fig, 3,1 we r~ ", I ~ct~ d by i'npo>ing sof1wilre 
wi~d""" (cuts) o~ th ~ two parameter plot5 01 (i) ev~ "ts ver5U' pul ", heigh t a~d TOF i e LT 
plots (",,~ Fig. B.6) ~nd (ii) for tim~ (en~rgy) ~vents ver,us pulse h~lght ~nd pul", ,hap~ p"ramet~r 
I.e LS plot, (s"",, Fig. BA) to select charg~d particl~ evel1",. This pul", h~lgh" was set to ",I~ct 
proton ~vents (n-p el~stic scatt~ring) il1duced by th~ mono-energetic ne"trol1s in the pltl", height 
spectrum ~bove '.he pulse heigh'. thre,hold f "p 
The tot,,1 number 01 l1 ~ utro~S "\-,,~ determined above the pul", height t hreshold L"" 15 then given 
(3 1) 
I' /J(F~ , L"p)' n~utron detection efficiency, see Appel1ciix R for the efficiency disscusion ,nd c,l-
culations 
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Figure 3.1 pLJlse heiglol spe<'l rLJ rTl "","",,,,d for neutron , of ",,,, rn 54 MeV using NE213 
" II (En): the tot,1 cross 5Cction for n- p el,slK s.c.ottering. 
If the cross sect ioncll ,"ecl of the be.m is A, then the ""LJlron flrJ ence Gln be given by 
(3.2) 
Using equation 3 1, t he equation for toc neutron flrJence measurement beeo rr",s 
(3.3) 
Each input qu,mllty in eqlution 3.3 is considered Sep"ri>tely i>nd d,>ClI"lon on how each of these 
quantities was obt~i""d is given below 
(a) N"y: the collnt measured abo~e the pulse height threshold L"p: The prJl5C height 
threshJd rJsed fOl I. "p w~, 73 All( (puls~ height bin nurnber) It wa> used to 5Clect a ll events 
01 I~·otons recoi ling lcorn n- I' elclstic sc,>tt errng N"" . The integr. 1 count of all events above r n? 










(b) GJJ : the total cross section for n-p elastic scattering: I hf V~ILtf of jlw tOj,11 cross 
section for the n-p el",tic 5c"tterlng "t neutron energy of 64 MeV IS 0.1 23 i),Hn , I he toWI cross 
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Figure 3.2 ' Tot .. 1 n_p . I.' lic ,call"i ,,!', uos,-,,,,,,ioo,, a tunction of ncutrcn cncr~v i31i 
(c) n /I : the number of hydrogen nuclei p e r unit cross sectional area presented to the 





(l: df ,,,ity of NE213 IlqLJid o;clnt l ll~tor = 0.874 ~.cn/ , 
'I,,: nlHn ber of hyrlrogen Jtoms pfr molfCLJlc of NE213 liquid sCln til l"tor = 10 2, 
:r the length of th~ NE213 sCinti llator = 5 cm, and 












(d) A: c ross sectio"al "re~ of the beam: The radiu, of the beJtn J\ the d~tect or >y", found 
to be 2.5 em therefore, the crD'ls 5ec li o n ~1 <lreJ of the beJrl1 '0'1"" bke fl to be" x ).5 x ;l.5 em'. 
(c) O"", : correc tion factor fot escaping protons: The rJllge J5 " function of the neutron 
cl1crgy fo; proto"" dc{Jtcron, an d Jll'h~ p3tticies in NE213 orgJllic liquid ,cintil lMor Can be , eefl 
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Figure 3 3: The tong'" ci diff. ren! charged particle, a, th . fllnct ioll ci the "elltron energy in NE2H 
scirnilialor 1591 
L,y using th e equat ion prcs.cntcd in [60], one c~ n determine the ntio of the 10t,,1 nlJmb~ r of 
I"otons . which recoi l 'ilrectly forw"d from n- p el"tic ,clttering evel1ts in the NE2Ll scintilhtor. 
to the numbe' of such proton, which do fl ot c>cape from t he sC inti ll ator a, 
tob l proton events 
IXOtol1 non e,(~pe I " r'cos " . , ,"" (3.5 ) 
where I' IS th~ radills of th e NE2B scintil lator and s is the range of a protoll in the NE213 










cm By u5ing th is range In equ,tion 3S the rad ius of 2_.5 cm of the NF213 ~n d lh~ esc ;lp~ 
correction bctor fa- recoi ling protons, ";'''''' above PLJ I>e height thresho ld Ln. w~S c;llcul~led to 
be 0,116 
(I) (1)""1 : the fraction of n- p ela~tic scattering events detected above the pulse he ight 
threshold L",,: Th~ r~co<ll n g protons from n- p ~I~ stic s.c,ltter in g wit h ene rgy gre;lt.er th~n Fnp 
:'1.4 M~V I I~ wit hin" con~ , wit h internal ,ln gl ~. (, in the l,lbOl,l1c"y fr~me This ;lngle is ,eI~t ed 
to t.he incident ne utron energy Pn, ~nd t he reco il ing prot.on energy F. by 
cc-;ci""-=", "'( 1', - L IHpC ~" (3 ,6) 
with 
(3, i) 
where "'p ,lnd m n are the respective rest. m,s>e' of the proton ;lnd neulton, ;lnd (' t.he speed of 
light, The scMtered neLJtron ~ngle_ Ii , in tl-te center-of-m;l s, fr;lme is given by 
o l~O - ~ (38) 
or from ~ quat ion3 . 6 
('os II = 1 
m"r2 1 ~,'" 1 j 
(39) 
I heref(}(e , E,'l' is r~ l at~ d 10 an assoCIa ted scatt ered neutrotl ang l ~ O"P in t he center-of-m"ss fram e 
"0 _ _ F,,# 
CC<> , ~, _ I '( 
"',-i,' ,~t, j ', 
(3 10) 
The fr,letiOl) of reco<III1g prot.(}()s CJnpJ from n-p el;lstic sc,ltte ring de tected ;l!Jove t he recu iling 
proton th resho ld energy Pnp m,ly then be calcu lat ed by 
j~:, fr II ( En, lI)dll 
(b""f = ,r,)~ frf/(F:".lIjdll' (3 .11) 
Frp;. 3,4 ,hows the d i ff~rent.i, 1 cross >eetjons fo r the n-p elastic 'c~lte'ing oo t ;l ined f, (}(n I::NIlI 
data sets [61] T he figure show, the recommended ev" lu'tions "s a fllnction of scattered IWlltron 
angle In the [~nte r of mass ,y,tem (CO" &)_ and In c i d~nt neutrotl energy In the ra nge 10 to 100 
MeV 
f-ly sLJbst.ltLJting the v,' lue of tl-te reco iling proton thr~ shold e n ~ rgy, t-'". 514 M~V , for t-;, = 











127.30" and (iota fronl feNDI shown in fig:. 3.4. the v. lu t of ':'np' w<lS found to be 0 2'55 frOln 
~qu"tio ll 3 11 
3.2.1 The uncertajnty III neutron fluence u« l» 
The unccri"",ty in the ncutron fillence entering the NE213 arisc, f rom the lOnccrt;l,nty ;]SSOC i3tcd 
wit h e"c h of t he input qU 3nt ili es used In eqUJ t io n 3.3 The ull ce rl 3int y III f l'fiP is cllcuLlled by 
me" II , of stdt i stic~ 1 met hods . rh us, th~ uncert<l inty in Nnp 15 given by it s squ,,,e rOQt Th~ 
unc~rtdint i "" In . 1, rtH ,¢nefJJ""" ~nd (71f a, ~ ill t~s~ C "S~ 5 il reetanguldr probab ility d ~ns ity 
funct io li u",d to mod~1 the ~v" ildbl ~ kllowl ~dge "bout them [6 2, 63] r h~ unc~rtdlnty "V'j 15 
give n by 
( ' ~(,r""'"''''c-_' ''''''''cl II J')= . " 
d 
(3. 12) 
dnd if il tri3ngu l& l)robabil il y (l€nsil y function is used , t h€1I t f>€ unce rldillty m<ly be g iven by 













where .c",."hl a~d x" fj are the lim it> of th e probJbility de~,ity I u ndion, The combi~ed u ncert,lInty 
II' i' is then ~ Iven by 
r U~:)j r LI"i~')r (:J.14j 
wh~ re .L', and 11(-",) are the best e,tlmJtes and uncertainties, respectIVely fcr each input qu~ntity 
In ~qu"tion 3,3, Using equJtion 3,14, the IJncertainty u(.j in the neutron flu ence II("' } was 
determl""d u,,~g th~ b",,1 est imates .nd uncertdintl es respect ive ly, lor exh input qUJntity In 
equ.tions a~d 3.3 at ~ach e~ergy T.bl ~ 3. 1 present> edch inpu t qUJntity u>ed In equdtio~ 33, 
with their b€'it estimate for t he incident neutroll 64 MeV and it i, al,o ,hown th ~ right (.l',j.",,) 
and left (.TI<!;.:I hand value, used fcr each Ixlf, thiS c. lculation fcr th~ 'li target only In th~ ,ame 
WdY, uncertJinty ,,(<1» in the nelJtron fluence for "Be. and "c were determined 
Table :l.l, tse;t estimJte dnd uncertJinty of eJch inplJt qlJJntity used in eqLJation :J.:-' to dete rm ine 
, '" .11 e r>eu ron II lienee 0 f NE213 f th "' d , e InCI en , neu ron , 
Inpll t quantity Best estim~te J', ! Uncertainty u(x,) x[</t x".", I -
SfiP 1905.0 0.0575 - -
- --- --
"II 0.124 0.003 0117 0,127 
_I (cm") 320 ! 0,1139. 31.902 32.198 
IlII 0.252 0.010 0230 0264 
,p"p/ 0,255 0.009 0.23 
0';J 
!:::.. 0,115 I 0,03l ~O5 0>6 - --
Tabl ~ 3.2 show, the fOKtcrs u,ed to calculate the nelltro~ IllIence for edch target CLi. " Be, and 
leC) Table 33 show, the values 01 neutron tluence with their uncertainties as ~ function of 
energy bin fcr the three tar~ets Cli.' Be and "C) USing ldbl ~ 3 3 neutron fluence for ·'Li . "lie 
and l~ C ta rget, were plotted with their uncertainties as a function of en ~'gy bin .nd compared 











Table 3.2: Factors used to calculate the neutron fluence for 'Li, 9Be, and 12C. 
En Lnp nH (JH (Jnp 9n1'1 u( qMc) u( (me) u( qme) U(912C) 
(MeV) channel (barn-I) (barn) (0) (counts) (counts) (counts) 
5.36 1 0.252 1.551 150 0.081 0.995 64 630 1102 
5.63 1 0.252 1.49 140.9 0.122 0.994 226 1613 3516 
5.92 1 0.252 1.434 133.6 0.173 0.993 459 3559 7487 
6.23 1 0.252 1.381 127.2 0.213 0.993 668 5366 12015 
6.56 1 0.252 1.332 121.6 0.254 0.992 1534 12070 28064 
6.93 1 0.252 1.271 116.3 0.294 0.991 2295 17407 41111 
7.32 1 0.252 1.23 111.5 0.334 0.99 1872 13568 33018 
7.75 1 0.252 1.165 106.9 0.37 0.975 1576 12010 28707 
8.22 1 0.252 1.107 102.5 0.405 0.974 3006 21320 51154 
8.65 1 0.252 1.067 99 0.435 0.973 4266 29315 71850 
9.2 1 0.252 1.004 95 0.475 0.971 2807 19299 46771 
9.6 1 0.252 0.97 92.4 0.502 0.97 3169 31370 53192 
10.03 1 0.252 0.938 89.8 0.514 0.963 3716 24738 60010 
10.49 1 0.252 0.899 87.3 0.54 0.961 3616 24274 61264 
10.97 1 0.252 0.862 84.9 0.56 0.96 3503 23292 58723 
11.5 2 0.252 0.828 82.5 0.579 0.953 3659 23346 59665 
12.06 3 0.252 0.796 80.2 0.599 0.951 3357 21192 55288 
12.67 4 0.252 0.76 77.8 0.614 0.945 3401 21265 59105 
13.32 5 0.252 0.723 75.6 0.634 0.943 3195 20717 50278 
14.02 7 0.252 0.689 73.3 0.658 0.937 2982 18936 50764 
14.78 8 0.252 0.655 71.1 0.672 0.93 2896 18046 48112 
15.61 9 0.252 0.62 68.9 0.692 0.924 2874 17130 46538 
16.51 10 0.252 0.587 66.8 0.707 0.913 3093 18119 49608 
17.49 12 0.252 0.553 63.9 0.731 0.905 2874 17201 47393 
18.56 14 0.252 0.523 69.1 0.692 0.894 2747 4741 44365 
19.73 15 0.252 0.489 74 0.653 0.882 2911 5095 46774 
21.02 17 0.252 0.458 78.6 0.614 0.867 3085 4234 48649 
22.43 18 0.252 0.426 83 0.574 0.85 3612 5399 55202 
24 22 0.252 0.397 87.2 0.54 0.832 3111 17155 46361 
25.75 24 0.252 0.368 91.3 0.504 0.808 3419 18055 49377 
27.69 27 0.252 0.337 95.2 0.47 0.782 3380 17547 46780 
29.87 31 0.252 0.307 99 0.437 0.75 3206 15409 42340 
32.31 35 0.252 0.281 102.8 0.409 0.712 2866 13864 36878 
35.08 38 0.252 0.255 106.4 0.382 0.667 2955 14065 34835 
38.23 42 0.252 0.23 110 0.355 0.613 2830 12752 28119 
41.83 46 0.252 0.206 113.5 0.329 0.547 2819 12658 17371 
45.97 53 0.252 0.184 116.9 0.309 0.468 2211 15751 7230 
50.78 59 0.252 0.163 120.3 0.286 0.373 1653 21954 527 
56.42 65 0.252 0.144 123.6 0.274 0.26 926 19126 303 
60.44 72 0.252 0.132 125.7 0.261 0.182 171 3165 33 
62.18 74 0.252 0.128 126.5 0.258 0.149 155 2306 22 
63.99 77 0.252 0.124 127.3 0.255 0.116 1905 1278 6 











Table 3.3: Neutron fluence values and their associated uncertainties for each energy bin for 7Li, 
9Be and 12( targets obtained from the analysis of the measured data 
En 07 Li u( 1)7 I~d cjJ9Be U(¢9BJ Ol2e U(cjJ12c) 
(MeV) n/MeV.cm 2 n/MeV.cm 2 n/MeV.cm 2 n/MeV.cm:2 n/MeV.cm 2 n/MeV.cm2 
5.36 398 12 3920 87 6856 149 
5.63 903 31 6447 198 14052 426 
5.92 1256 57 9738 412 20485 863 
6.23 1445 79 11608 607 25992 1355 
6.56 2641 174 20777 1340 48308 3110 
6.93 3298 256 25013 1911 59074 4507 
7.32 2270 208 16453 1479 40038 3593 
7.75 1685 185 12841 1381 30693 3294 
8.22 2841 344 20147 2415 48341 5789 
8.65 3537 481 24306 3278 59574 8027 
9.2 3143 333 21608 2263 52367 5478 
9.6 3309 410 32755 4022 55540 6817 
10.03 3678 470 24486 3103 59398 7522 
10.49 3335 493 22385 3285 56496 8286 
10.97 2997 463 19928 3057 50241 7701 
11.5 2999 516 19134 3272 48901 8356 
12.06 2581 498 16293 3126 42508 8151 
12.67 2475 485 15478 3017 43019 8380 
13.32 2198 442 14252 2844 34588 6897 
14.02 1944 427 12347 2695 33101 7218 
14.78 1811 401 11284 2482 30083 6610 
15.61 1705 385 10160 2278 27601 6182 
16.51 1756 402 10287 2335 28163 6385 
17.49 1557 380 9321 2257 25681 6211 
18.56 1533 353 2645 606 24755 5635 
19.73 1699 376 2974 656 27302 5990 
21.02 1895 388 2601 531 29887 6058 
22.43 2358 455 3525 678 36043 6890 
24 2137 392 11787 2141 31853 5780 
25.75 2507 428 13240 2241 36208 6123 
27.69 2679 428 13906 2206 37072 5876 
29.87 2789 409 13405 1951 36834 5355 
32.31 2724 367 13176 1758 35049 4670 
35.08 3117 371 14838 1750 36750 4329 
38.23 3403 349 15332 1559 33809 3434 
41.83 3983 356 17886 1585 24546 2174 
45.97 3767 272 26837 1910 12319 879 
50.78 3697 206 49095 2689 1179 68 
56.42 2982 118 61599 2349 976 41 
60.44 3244 46 60038 823 626 10 
62.18 3599 42 53538 604 511 7 
63.99 56461 499 37878 335 178 3 











Results and discussion 
4.1 Beam profile 
This section present results obtained from FLUKA calculations described in chapter 2. In Fig 4.1 
neutron fluence obtained from interaction of 200 MeV proton beams of different profiles (halo, 
pencil and divergency) with a 10 mm thick 9Be target are given. Clearly,the spectra obtained 
from the interactions of the pencil (Fig.4.1(b)) and diverging (Fig.4.1(c)) beams with the target 
have the same trend (shape) while the spectra obtained from interactions of the halo beam with 
the target (Fig.4.1(a)) exhibit a different shape in that it shows prominent peak at high neutron 
energies at about 150 MeV - 200 MeV, followed by a decrease in the neutron fluence (continuum 
region) at neutron energies below 150 MeV. Therefore, of the three beam profiles investigated in 
this study one can deduce that the halo beam is better option for the production of neutrons at 
high energies compared to the pencil and diverging profiles. Hence, the halo beam was chosen 

















Figure 4 1 FLU KA r",ufl' of lh, neutroo fllJel1c, oht. incd from th . interaction 01 200 MeV proto!, 
ocams of clilfc,"rll pro fi l" (aJ 11 " 10, (b) r en cil ~nd (e) divergi ng bea m, with a 10 ml11 l h 't(~ beryl li unl 9 










4.2 Neutron emission angle 
The results obtained from the praduetioll of neutron5 in th e in: e raction of 200 MeV protons with 
• 10 mm thick "Be ta rget at difFetent emISsion 3ngles ore presented in I ig . 4.2 
-- 0' , 
---· 4' 
" " ~ -··--- · 16' • 
~ • " '0 - , • • • • • 
" 
Neutron energy (MeV) 
Figure 4.2: R.,,,lt, of FLUKII c~Ic;"I~t i on, 'or tn. "."tron . ""'f,Y 'P"c;t" obt,i" .d from tn. inl.r~~tion 
at 200 MeV prNOri lJeam, impirl ~irlg Orl • 10 mOl thick "Be tar~et at e",i"iorl .rlgl" of 0,4.8 arid 16 
degr~" 
As expected, the spertr~ fo llow the same shape in that they all exhibi: a peo" at energies above 
150 MeV, fol low€d by a contilluum (pla:eau) at energies 150 MeV - 50 MeV and a s l'ght increase 
below 5U MeV. Most impo.-\,'lltly. the neutron fluenre decrea>es w,:11 incre,l>ing emiss ion angle, 
es peci<ll ly around the peak regio n, In ;.dd,t ion, :he pe<l" :end, 10 brcklden <lr1d ,i c~ , hift tow~rds 











4.3 Production of neutrons from different targets 
The neutron fluence spectra were obtained by simulating the interaction of 66 MeV, 100 MeV 
and 200 MeV proton beam with different targets lithium-7 eli), beryllium-9 (9Be) and carbon-12 
C2 C) of thicknesses 5 mm and 10 mm, respectively. 
4.3.1 Results for calculated neutron spectra 
Fig. 4.3 shows the results of neutron fluence obtained from 200 MeV, 100 MeV and 66 MeV 
induced on 10 mm thick (a) 12(, (b) 9Be and 5 mm thick (c) 7li targets. Overall, the neutron 
fluence spectra show the expected trend at different proton energies, that is each neutron spectrum 
has a quasi-monoenergetic peak at an energy lower than the incident proton energy, and also, a 
small amount of the low-energy continuum is observed. 
The effect of the target thickness on the fluence spectra is shown in Fig. 4.4. In this study 
neutron spectra were obtained from 200 MeV protons on 5 mm and 10 mm thick 9Be, and 12( 
targets respectively. The spectra obtained from thicker target (10 mm) presented by the solid 
line in Fig. 4.4( a) and Fig. 4.4 (b) are more broader than the one for the thin target (5 mm) 
presented by the dotted line. Also one can observe that neutron fluence increases with increasing 
target thickness, with increase in target thickness protons have more chance to interact with the 
nuclei, thus, the probability of producing neutrons will be high. However, a slight shift to the low 
energy region is observed in the spectra obtained form the thick target (10 mm). 
Fig. 4.5 shows results for neutron fluence spectra calculated from the interaction of 66 MeV 
protons with 5 mm 7li, 9Be and 12( targets. In this case it was observed that the neutrons 
produced from the three targets cover the entire energy range. The neutron spectrum obtained 
from the 7li target has a peak at high energy region while the 9Be target spectrum cover the mid 
energy region and the one for 12( taget shows a fluence peak shift towards low energy covering 
wide region. The shift in the neutron spectrum to lower energy for 12( is due to the high energy 
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4.4 Results from neutron background studies 
Resli its obt. ,n.,;:J from the Slm ul at ioos of the n~ut'oo fac il ity incl udmg thos.c ob:d illed from the 
°lJ" target, havar ta rget ladder, col limator and the rest of the faci lity (clcdrillg maglWt. bmm 
dump graphit~ block, etc) are I,,~srntcd in Fig i.6 (for mor~ detai ls s~e s~ctioll 2.2.5) 
' r----------------------------, 
-.~ 'Be target 
. target ladder (havar) 
. collimator 
- rest of the fad ity 
Nelllron energy (MeV) 
Figur~ ~.6 Neutron . n. 'bY 'peetr. ob t. in"" from FLUKA e. bJI.tion, of t.rget only_ t . rg~t . nd th 
target ladder, coli imJtor Jnd the re>: of:he fJcility 
• All Il€utron spect'<I €xhibit ,1 p€,l k mHgie~. 
• The , hape of the specr. changes with the .dd itiOrl of a new ma:err.1 wh ich Can be a:-
t,iblJled to th€ fJC :hat the n€LJtrOrlS Inter-Jet In d lfferen: W"y Wdl e<lch rnateria l (""n, 
"fl, . bor<lted pJ'<lfi,n, €tc) depend ing Orl :he sc<l ttHin~ cro;s ,edio" inIH,><-t',on , th€ I M~er­
th i ~ ero" ~cction, the lnor€ interJcions wil l t" ke r.>i<lcc wd the given m<lte,i<l l 1161 
• Th € eHeet of :h€ co llirn" t ion " cle,lrly oo>erv€d on the 'patrLJrn with ,1 wel l defined peak 











Fig . 4.7 shows lh ~ reslIll d e>["b ~d in section 2 .2. 5, foc th e study of the eificl ~ ncy Qf the (o> I;m<1l", 
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Figure 4.7 Fluence ,peet r" abta,,>ed fram FI UKII (.,Iwl"tions "j 'J<lfiQu, po';tlon, from the Ie"" de"", 
(pi .nd p2) leading to th e inte rlock 'y,tem, in front of th e ( oI limotor ",,,II (p4) m::l <11 W .nd .t 770 
em frDm the t .. rget (V'>l 
one nn observed that nut a ll "f t he •• neutrons lre p3"ing through t he door, I.e. >om€ of them 
might be corning through the orening betwee n th e doors 'Hid th e concrete r ei ling . Whi le at t.he 
position in fronl of th e co llim<llor wil lI. ( position p3), th e "mollnt of th e nell:.mnS p,,"mg through 
th e [o ll -rnator body i, low, AI,o_ it wa, ob,e rved that th e low e ne rgy ne ucron Iluence Incre"Ses 












5.1 Comparison of calculated and measured neutron flu-
ence 
The neutron fluence spectra were obtained by simulating the interaction of a 66 MeV proton beam 
with different targets: 7Li, 9Be and 12C of thickness of 1, 10 and 10 mm, respectively. These 
thickness were used in order to compare with experimental data discussed in Chapter 3. The 
neutron fluence were calculated at the distance of 7.7 m and emission angle of 0° with respect 
to the beam axis. The FLUKA results were compared with those obtained experimentally in 
Fig.5.1(a) - (c). In all cases, the calculated results were normalized to the measured data. From 
these figures, one can immediately deduce that p+7Li is an ideal reaction for the production of fast 
quasi-monoenergetic neutron beams, whereas the p+12C and p+9Be reactions are respectively 
ideal for the production of low energy neutrons, and for the production of neutron beams with a 
wide energy spread, however overall, the agreement between the calculated and measured data 
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5.2 Proposed modification to the current facility 
Further modific.tion, to th£ f"dlty wer£ made on two difTererll are",. the P"""cie and the helgnt 
of the two doors. T nis morliflca!iC<lS h,,\'£ heell done '" order tv obs-rve the effec t of t he ",condary 
n£Ulrol1' proollCed on the target ar e" and going throu;:h the p",,";:e and above the two door, 
to t he experimellt"1 are". ~or this p"'pme, 8 block, vf borated polyethy lene w£re introduced in 













Fig 5.3 ,how, the compari,oo of the calcu l"ted neutrC<l spectra for the cucrell! f"cility (>olid Il ll e) 
"nd the propo,ed rnod ificat ioos (dotted line) The effect 01 the above mentioned modificatioll to 
the current design is most more apparent neutron .t en£rgy h£low 150 MeV, where the neutroll 
fluenc e is decrea,ed by factor of 1.7 (43 70 ). From this re,ult ol1e can d£dllCed that the effect 
of secvlldary neutrolls Wilich .re contrrbute to the me","red neutrC<l fluel1ce in the experimental 
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Figure 5.3: Comp",;;on between fl lIenee obtained from the current facility S€lUI' (s.olid linc) dnd the 
proposed l11odii""IKlt" to te" [Imcnt f"" ility (dottcd lin . ) 
5.3 Summary 
Th;, work w'" bs.ca on the n~lItro n fdcd-ty at iThemba LABS with the focus on tr,., e ffect of 
,econd,,,y nelltron, produced from the !noeraction of primary particle with the slruelurdl part5 of 
the bCility on the neutron fillenee ' 1>eeI'lIm. AI..a, to Inve'':lgate wh~the ' tre l}l"" , . nt geOrT",lry 
of th e neutron f'JCi li ty h,JS " contribution to the production of the", secondary neutrons 
f'LUKA Monte Carlo r"di.tion transport code Sim ul ations and expcn,nent,,1 ,neasurerll e nt hove 
been done to stlldy the n~lItron spoctr. at difFerent n~lItron energies (200, 100 dnd 66 MeV), 
In oraer to ,tudy trese effect" th e ent ire facility,,, it " was stlld'ied. The va lid ity of th e [ode 
w'" determ:nea by ,tudying tre effect of v,lryi ng the neutron emis"on angles, incide nt prOlan 
ene 'gies, and t"rgets with alffe rent trickn e" e5, S: lIdy of th e neutron b.lckgrOllnd ,n th~ tlci l,ty 
WdS c"rnea Ollt In ,"ve rdi st."ges by cdlcu l"t in g the ne llVon fillence spectrLJm when Introducing 
e"ch pdr: of th e f"nl ity (t"rget, colli'"dtct, cl edring mdgn et, etc) into the geometry card on tr~ 












Based on the results obtained for the neutron background studies, it was clear that there are 
secondary neutrons escaping above the two doors which have an effect on the neutron fluence. 
Further modification to the design of the current facility using FLUKA suggest that the effect of 
the secondary neutrons could be reduced. 
The analysis of the experimental measurement for the neutron fluence was performed. Neutron 
fluence obtained from the interaction of 66 MeV protons with Li, Be and C targets measured 
by the time of flight technique using NE213 scintillation detector were compared with those 
calculated using FLUKA. The simulated results obtained show the correlation with experimental 
data. 
The validation test and the neutron background studies carried out using FLUKA show that it is a 
reliable tool for simulating neutron facility. This is further aided by the agreement of experimental 
results with results from calculation using FLUKA. 
5.4 Future work 
As shown from earlier simulated modifications, more work is required to be done in the neutron 
facility in order to reduce the effect of secondary neutrons on the neutron fluence spectrum. Ideas 
from this work will be used to further study different modifications that can be achieved so as to 











A.I Input file used to calculate neutron fluence obtained 
from 66 MeV protons on 1 mm 7li target in the neu-
tron facility 
* ... + .... 1 .... + .... 2 .... + .... 3 .... + .... 4 .... + .... 5 .... + .... 6 .... + .... 7 .... + .... 8 
TITLE 
Neutron fluence from a proton-irradiated Li target 













A simple Li target inside vacuum 
-1.0PROTON 
COMBNAME 
RPP body1 -5000000.0 +5000000.0 -5000000.0 +5000000.0 -5000000.0 +5000000.0 
RPP body2 -1000000.0 +1000000.0 -1000000.0 +1000000.0 -1000.0 +1000000.0 
RPP b3 -673.0 +750.5 -200.0 +200.0 -200.0 +1300.0 
RPP b4 -373.0 +550.5 -150.0 +150.0 -200.0 +900.0 












RPP b6 -192.5 +302.5 -149.0 +149.0 203.2 +503.2 
RPP b7 -45.5 +162.5 -149.0 +149.0 +203.2 +503.2 
RCC b8 0.0 0.0 203.2 0.0 0.0 300.0 
2.5 
RCC b9 0.0 0.0 203.2 0.0 0.0 5.0 
2.5 
RPP bl0 -45.5 -2.5 -149.0 +149.0 +488.2 +503.2 
RPP bll +2.5 +162.5 -149.0 +149.0 +500.5 +503.2 
RPP b12 +2.5 +162.5 -149.0 +149.0 +485.5 +500.5 
RPP b13 +2.5 +162.5 -149.0 +149.0 +470.5 +485.5 
RPP b14 +2.5 +162.5 -149.0 +149.0 +470.5 +475.5 
RCC b15 30.0 0.0 203.2 100.0 0.0 304.5 
2.5 
RCC b16 30.0 0.0 203.2 2.0 0.0 5.0 
2.5 
RCC b17 7.5 0.0 203.2 25.0 0.0 304.5 
2.5 
RCC b18 15.0 0.0 203.2 50.0 0.0 304.5 
2.5 
RCC b19 22.5 0.0 203.2 75.0 0.0 304.5 
2.5 
RPP b20 +193.5 +302.5 -149.0 +149.0 +503.2 +568.2 
RPP b21 -192.5 -45.5 -149.0 +149.0 +503.2 +568.2 
RPP b22 -65.0 +65.0 -150.0 +150.0 +900.0 +1200.0 
RPP b23 +390.5 +550.5 -150.0 +150.0 +900.0 +1200.0 
RPP b24 -373.0 -225.0 -150.0 +150.0 +900.0 +1300.0 
RPP b25 +380.0 +550.0 -150.0 +150.0 -200.0 +503.2 
RPP b26 -373.0 -192.5 -150.0 +150.0 -200.0 +600.0 
RPP b27 +302.5 +380.0 -150.0 +150.0 +497.7 +503.2 
RPP b28 +302.5 +380.0 -150.0 +150.0 +492.2 +497.7 
RPP b29 +377.5 +380.0 -1. 5 +1. 5 100.0 +202.0 











RPP b31 -192.0 -50.0 -150.0 +150.0 -200.0 +100.0 
RPP b32 -50.0 +50.0 -150.0 +150.0 -200.0 -100.0 
RPP b33 -2.0 +2.0 -9.75 +2.25 0.0 0.5 
RPP b34 -0.05 +0.05 -0.05 +0.05 0.0 0.1 
END 
* black hole 
regBHl 5 +bodyl -body2 
* vacuum around 
regVA2 5 +body2 -b3 
* outside concrete wall 
regCo3 5 +b3 -b4 -b16 -b17 -b18 -b19 -b20 -b21 -b22 -b23 
* room filled by air 








5 +b6 -b7 -b8 
5 +b7 -b8 -bl0 -bll -b12 -b13 -b14 -b15 -b16 -b17 -b18 -b19 
* Air inside the collimator 
regAi8 5 +b8 -b9 
* graphite inside colllimator Odeg 
regGr9 5 +b9 
* borated paraffin 
regPal0 5 +bl0 
* boron carbide 
regBcll 5 +bll -b15 -b16 -b17 -b18 -b19 






* boron carbide 
+b12 -b15 -b16 -b17 -b18 -b19 










regBc14 5 +b14 -b15 -b16 -b17 
* Air inside the collimator 16 deg 
regAi15 5 +b15 -b16 
* graphite inside collimator 
regGr16 5 +b16 
* collimatOr for 4deg 
regAi17 5 +b17 
* collimatOr for 8deg 
regAi18 5 +b18 
* collimatOr for 8deg 
regAi19 5 +b19 
* concrte front experimental area 1 
regCo20 5 +b20 
* concrete front experimental area 2 
regCo21 5 +b21 
* detecting area (B) 
regAi22 5 +b22 
* storge area (C) 
regAi23 5 +b23 
* door to outside the facility (A) 
regAi24 5 +b24 
* concrete near to the inside door 1 
regCo25 5 +b25 
* concrete near to outside door 2 
regCo26 5 +b26 
* borated paraffin door 
regPa27 5 +b27 
* Fe door 
regFe28 5 +b28 
* B4C front hot area 
regBc29 5 +b29 












regCo30 5 +b30 
* air-hot area 
regCo31 5 +b31 
* concrete hot area 
regCo32 5 +b32 
* target ladder (AI) 
regAl33 5 +b33 -b34 
* Li target 
regLi34 5 +b34 
END 
GEOEND 




















































































































MATERIAL 6.0 12.011 1.7 6.0 CARBON 
* ... + .... 1 .... + .... 2 .... + .... 3 .... + .... 4 .... + .... 5 .... + .... 6 .... + .... 7 .... + .... 8 
* External Black Hole 
ASSIGNMAT BLCKHOLE regBH1 
* Vacuum 
ASSIGNMAT VACUUM regVA2 
* outside wall 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo3 
* room air inside 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi4 
* air 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi5 
* Concrete 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo6 
* air 
ASSIGNMAT IRON regFe7 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi8 
* graphite 
ASSIGNMAT CARBON regGr9 
ASSIGNMAT PARFINBC regPa10 
ASSIGNMAT BORCARBD regBc11 
ASSIGNMAT PARFINBC regPa12 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi13 
ASSIGNMAT BORCARBD regBc14 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi15 
ASSIGNMAT CARBON regGr16 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi17 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi18 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi19 
* conrete wall 1 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo20 











ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo21 
* detecting area 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi22 
* storge 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi23 
* to outside door 
ASSIGNMAT AIR regAi24 
* concrete 1 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo25 
* concrete 2 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo26 
* borated pararffin door 
ASSIGNMAT PARFINBC regPa27 
* iron door 
ASSIGNMAT IRON regFe28 
* B4C hot area 
ASSIGNMAT BORCARBD regBc29 
* concrete around hot area 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo30 
* air hot area 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo31 
* concrete around hot area 
ASSIGNMAT CONCRETE regCo32 
* target ladder(Al) 
ASSIGNMAT ALUMINUM regA133 
* Li target 
ASSIGNMAT LITHIUM regLi34 
* ... + .... 1 .... + .... 2 .... + .... 3 .... + .... 4 .... + .... 5 .... + .... 6 .... + .... 7 .... + .... 8 
* e+e- and gamma production threshold set at 10 MeV 
EMF CUT -0.010 0.010 1.0 AIR PROD-CUT 
* score in each region energy deposition and stars produced by primaries 











* Boundary crossing fluence in the middle of the target Clog intervals, one-way) 
USRBDX 99.0 8.0 -47.0 regLi34 regAi4 6. 25nFluenUD 
USRBDX 0.066 0.005 43.0 0.015256 0.0 10.0& 
* Boundary crossing current in the middle of the target Clog intervals, one-way) 
* ... + .... 1 .... + .... 2 .... + .... 3 .... + .... 4 .... + .... 5 .... + .... 6 .... + .... 7 .... + .... 8 
RANDOMIZE 1.0 















Table A.l: Calculated neutron fluence obtained from 66 MeV protons on 1 mm 7Li target. 
Number Neutron energy Neutron fluence 
(MeV) Part/MeV.cm2 
1 65.89 0 0.0 
2 63.72259 41722.57931 
3 61.52378 3677.95814 
4 57.35116 2039.98204 
5 55.3722 377.24133 
6 53.46153 1649.53344 
7 50.61679 1543.04562 
8 48.11607 1553.23077 
9 46.45578 1358.36671 
10 43.30509 2023.67143 
11 41.8108 812.78314 
12 40.36808 1331.76568 
13 38.97514 1433.14034 
14 37.63027 1215.42726 
15 36.3318 1357.36241 
16 33.86773 1303.64685 
17 32.69909 1353.94428 
18 30.4814 2408.90255 
19 29.42961 2144.88799 
20 27.43365 1562.44492 
21 26.48703 2033.7595 
22 25.57307 2349.20419 
23 24.69065 2177.51978 
24 23.83867 2482.73468 
25 22.2219 2352.97614 
26 21.45511 2557.35758 
27 20.71478 2440.98254 
28 19.6 2236.6011 
29 19.1554 2116.67174 
30 18.6825 2284.07665 
31 17.7713 2368.68538 
32 16.4872 2656.6729 
33 15.0801 3288.61109 
34 14.9183 3796.969 
35 13.4986 4407.50163 
36 12.8402 4381.42069 
37 11.9125 5114.29393 
38 10.7788 5229.23957 
39 9.7531 5840.8928 
40 8.39457 6216.40512 
41 7.78801 6655.36512 
42 6.5377 7209.21042 












This appendix is a detailed description of the data reduction for the neutron fluence measurement 
presented in Chapter 3 extracted from the thesis of Dr. Herbert [31J. 
B.1 Beam profile 
The neutron beam profile was achieved using a cylindrical anthracene crystal detector (10 mm 
diameter x 20 mm length). Horizontal and vertical scans were made across the neutron beam, 
recording the number of events detected in the crystal for a fixed integrated proton charge. 
Results of the measurements obtained for the scans, as a function of distance from the center 
position in the beam are shown in Fig. B.1 The intensity profile of the neutron beam was found 
to be uniform over a circular area of diameter 50 mm. Thus, the dimensions of the detectors used 
in the experiments were such that the beam fully illuminated the detectors at all the positions 
along the beam axis at which measurements were taken. 
B.2 Time-of-Flight to neutron energy calibration 
The time parameter, Tn, was used to produced the Time-of-Flight, TOF, spectrum shown and 
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Figure Fl .l' f\c. m profd. m' . SlJr,m, nl, olJtain. d fo- 'he horizorml "rid vCr(ica l ,C,rlS "" funCtion of 
d"lane~ ftom the e~nler i~ th~ 0' nwtroll be,m The d,tKlor I',., pl.c.d in lhe 0' neulron beam at 
• di'l . nc~ o( 7.7 m f.urTl ,h ~ UrgH (311 
,,\,OWS the neutron TOF s~ctra for the th ,ee ta rgets The TOF 'p~ctrum of the 'li target >llOWS 
th ~t the high ~ ,t energy Il eutrons of 64 MeV produced, fall within a ,harp high-energy p~ak This 
p~ ak ,H"~' p"ncip~ll\, from the trollsition to the unreso lv~d ground 3nd fi"t excit~d ,tote, of 
;Be in the ' li(p, n)"Be reactiOfl The reSr. of t he spectrum consists of a broad l ow~ r energy tail 
which am~' from ~xeitation of the Iligher stilles ill ' Fle or from break UI' re.ctions I~admg to 
thr~c or more particles In th ~ fin~ 1 51.le. The TOF 'peet'LJm of the "Be t"rg~t show, thot t he 
highesl energy neutrons of 63 MeV target (Q = -1 85 M~V) produced, fJ1 1 with,n J brooder peak 
which arises from the l,"nSltion to the unres.olved ground of th ~ first ar\(1 second excited states 
of !JFle in the "Be(p,n)"B rc~ction 
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Figure l).2 : TOf speetc. of Bc-ta'7,ct .r>d C-t..'1,ct m."" "" d by the NC213 det~nor for "eulru,, ' uf 
e o~rf.Y 5 tu fA MeV. The Li t"!l.e( 'p"ct rum i, ,,,eluded for refereflce [31] 
-18.12 MeV) <lrise, from th~ transition to the lInre,;dved ground ,]t,d excited '\.11.", of "8 in the 
"C(p.n)"13 redction which cannot be resc:Mved by th e e nergy r.sJuti(:41 o! t.he detector" AI,o, 
one Gln observe t~at the pe"k In th~ TOF spectrum 01 the IC C torget j, much broader than the 
peaks In the spectr<l cf ' Li <lnd 'Be. This is L>ec<lu se the thicknesse' of the ll ( Jnd the aBe 
15 !(rc.t~r th.1l that of the Li Sir>::~ 12( t"'get "nd :J13~ hilV~ the Silm~ t hickness, "( p""k is 
broader than the OIK for "Be due to the fact that the atomiC number of the "'C 15 gre"t~r thdn 
that of "Be. The flun1IJ5 ob,erve-d in the TOF 'peetr.1 betwecn T = 300 alld 900 AOC cflannels 
are attributed to r~s.o<1.1t)cc, of 12C a550cia t ed with th~ 6.5 cm thlc~ grilphit~ black pldced In 
frollt of the colli mat", side facill~ the tar!':~t 
In order to convert the neutrun lOF d.1ta from T <'cale in AOC ch.llllel, to a time sc.le In 
nil noseconds. tfle Ii me CJ I!lx Mion cot)"tJnl (lAC cfl" n nels per no nosecond ) was found as fo> lew, 











t~e neulron pe~k in the 1 O~ "I)"" lru", W,," r~~ord ~d, from which" calibration con,tant of 8.33 
dlannels .. /ns >Yo' calculated T he average ~ncrgy [If the neutron, in the slurp high-energy pc"k 
>Y., fslirn.tt>d "s follow>: For th e 66 MeV "1Cid~nt protons on the 1 Illm 7Li LorgeL .1n energy 
1055 of 0 ~~ MeV wa, calcu lated LJ,ing ELOSS [59] .. lnd by assuming lin b1r fnHgy 10" lIHCl'.lgh 
the target The energy of the proton emerging from the t,ltgel w's lherffore c ' kuldled to be 
6~ ~6 M~V The energy of t he proton ,t. the center of lhc tJrgd wJs .1"umHI to be h.11Iw.1y 
bet""",n 66 MeV ~nd 65 56 MeV, .n r! W~5 e5tim~ted to be 65.78 MeV, Us",!:', the Q-volUf for 
'Li(p, n) '8 reJction of -1644 MfV ~nd the r e~ction kinematic equation, [64]' th~ cner(',y of the 
neutron" dt. the Cfn\.er of thf neutron p ~d k w~, ",tlmatffi to be abollt 64 MeV. The TOF of 61 





I he rel,'lion,hip bd.ween the neutron lO f- ,c~le 'F in AL}( chdnnfl, '1I1d the neutron TOf- ,c"l~ 
1 ). (8.2 ) 
T the TOF channel number il1 ArJC: 
'1,,,",, th ~ po,ition of the most ~nergctic neutrons In AOC. 
d the flight path of the neutron, in met~" (7 7 m) 
m oe rest ma» of the nelltron (~3~_57 MeV/cel: 
e: the 'peed 01 light (3x10' m,,- l), 
Becau5C the nelltron energy will be determined lI,ing the TOF method, the overall enerp;y re<o-











detectors;5 import,nt Ry incrc,,,ng t he flight p'th, improved time (energy) re,ollition will iJe 
obtained The lime reso lution jJ." of th e tlille oj flight nlea,urerllent, wa, d et~rrnilled from 
the FWHM of th e gamm" [,eo" ,n the TO t spectra, l}I'oduced by protoll-illdlfCed re actions in th~ 
targets. The time resolution .1 FWHM of the gamm. peak wa, measur.d as 0.84 ns. The energy 
resolution. ~En _ of the TOF measurements depends on the time resolut ion , no the Ilncetta'lnry 
In t~ f light pa th , ,j.d, of thc neutrons. In the limit ~'¥ the energy re"ollJt.ion, j.F:n is given 
b, 
~( R" ) (, c,, ) 'I ", [, !:J.F" ~ 1 + --" 2 + -----::; Ji" , -- 311. 
lIl oe m ,,r- t 
(lU) 
This IInpllC'5 energy resolutions of 0,06 MeV ,t 5.36 MeV, and 1112 MeV at 64 MeV Fig. R.3 
shows the encrgy re,oIutlon , ll.E", oS a flJ nction of nelJlrOIl eller~y. t,'~ , for nelltron enH~I'" 
between .~ to 64 MeV 
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B.3 Particle Discrimination 
The pulse shape discrimination (PSD) technique was used to identify the different charged par-
ticles produced from neutron interactions in NE213 detector medium. This was carried out by 
computing a scintillation pulse shape parameter, 5, from the pulse height, L, and fast component, 
F, using the equation 
5= L- kF+C. (B.4) 
where k and C are arbitrary constants chosen to optimize the differences between the particle 
loci in a display of L versus 5. Fig. B.4 shows a perspective plot of counts (vertical) versus 
Land 5 for events detected by the NE213, when exposed to neutrons obtained from 66 MeV 











Figure 6,4 Pu,pcctivc v"'ws of COllnts (vertic"l) J, J function of plll,~ height, L, ",xi p"I,~ ,hJP<', 
S, for the charged particle event, (Ielected by NE213 detector when expo<;ed to neutrons from 66 MeV 
prototlS inciuenl on lhe I mm thick Li torget [31] 
It On be seen from this plat thot th e events correspon(ilng to different IonIZing particles lie an 
well-defined ridges t hat arc resolved in the LS-pl,ne. The ridge, shown In Fig. B 4 for the evel1!' 
in NE213 arc associated with protolls (p) arising from n-p clastic scattering and n-C reactions , 
dcutcrol1s (d), and alphas (n) Irool n-C reactions [2] The less prominellt rid~c (cp) to the left 
of thc (p) rid~c ",s.c, from t he dctceliol1 of c>c aplng char~cd particle,. mainly protons that exit 
the scintill.tor volume 
The figure also ,h(MI5 th e LS-cUt5, (, Jnrl Co" u<;e(1 to sepJrAe and ,elect JII the proton and 











proj~(:"d il1 to :h" l "~" to prod liCe :he pul,e h ei gh~ sp..ctrulTl Sim il ar proJection, of In"," 
events ont.o :h" L-axis w" re Ill "de for "Be and -" ( :"'gc:, and thc cor responding plIl , e he ight 
sp"ctra arc shown In Fig. B.S 
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-" '·'~'''-I~, ;';" , 
" -""~", , Upper edge limit for 
n-p elastic scatterirlg 
/ 
1)(;. IC<J 
Pulse height bin rlUmber 
Fi gure BS PlJl,~ heighl 'l'octrlJrTl rn".,ur.d by lh. NE213 del"<:lor for prOlon aM heavo" , [l1org«l 
part icles who-" expo,ed to rJ(-ut rO[l, of energy 5 to 64 MeV produced b; 66 MeV proton, on the 1 mm 
thick ' li l, rgH, lD rrHTl thic k "8e urget and lD ""11 t hic k U( la r g~t 
rLJ l s~ h"'gnt sp"",t ra in ADC [h~nn el> (l) and Ih" [or r"spondi ng 6rne-of-lllght spectra in flOC 
chan nel , (T l w" rc obtained for ea c'n :argc: for neutrons of energy 5 to 64 MeV In the plot. t.h~ 
pul,e he ight spe[~rum of th e L2e targe t has fev",r high pulse he ight events th<lll the spectr. of 
the other t<lrge:s. T hi s may be .:t.rib llt.ed to th e high Q va lue of the '"C(p,n) " N rC<lction I h ~ 
sp"ct.r ufr' h., w~11 defin ed uppe r edg~s .nd on~ can id ~ n tlfy t·,, ~ upp"r puiS<' h~lght lim it , for 
n C re<lc:ion" <I"d n p elast.ic sc.tt.ering in t he respe ctive spectr. w·"ile the th icker t.rget, have 











B.4 Pulse height spectrum at specific neutron energy 
Fig. l3 6 shews p~rspect iv e plot of counts (vertica l) ve rsus L (charged pa rti cle energy) and T 
(Incide~t neutron energy) for t he eve nts lying wit hin the (, an d C~ cuts in Fig. FlA The 'min 
.-----t ime window 
FigLJre R.6 : Per:>pI'<Ctive vi ","", of COLI nt, (vert ic" l ) '" a fu nction of pulse height, L, and T ime-of-Hight, 
f, for t he proton "nd heavi.,,- charged part icl e events Mlecte<i by NE213 when exposed to nellt rons 
prodllced I'Y 66 MeV prolon, ;""idem on the 1 mm thick Li lo rgel. Th~da5h~d lin 5 In lh~ pkll' i nd ic"l~ 
the Ii"",,, wind"", u,~d to ,elec! """lron, uf 41 MeV [31] 
fe" t.ur~s for t.h~ sel~ct.ed proton "no he,lVjer (h" rg~d p"rticl e event s ,J,own In LF-plot (tig. [3 .6) 











from n-p elastic scattering eve nt,_ The maxill1lJm proton energy J'><xi,lted with the n-p ridge 
edge is eqlJJI to the Incident nelJtron energy I he ridges obserwd 00 the right side ,He dlle to 
proton events from n-C ' e~ct iol1 s I he SKood ridge at 1()Wt>, pul<;e height i<; Jssoci.ted with th~ 
rnJximum pllls<> hei~ht fot proton recoil, from n-C reaction., The strong ridge at the for right 
corre<;ponds mainly to the int,"';e forward peak of 64 M,V neutron5 from th e 'Li(p,n)'B reaction 
It [.n be ""en In th e plot that at low L valu"" i e. low n,utron energy, th , ridge, from n-p and 
n-C are mor, dlstingulShabl, th an at hi~h L values; th" is dlJe to an Increase in "scape of protoos 
from the detector wit h increo>i ng neLJtroll ene'gy. Fig B.6 ,,1';0 show,; an ex"mple of J time 
wind"",! ,ettln~ on the T-~xis IJsed to select neoJtrons of "wrgy ~ 4 1 M~V The projection 
of the events In the time window on the l_ t -pIJn~ onto th~ L-Jxis gives the ddector respon';e 
fllnction 10 neutrOI>'; of energy 41 M~V, The corresponding plll,;~ height spfftrum obtained "t the 
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the upper pulse height limit for n-C reactions, n-p elastic scattering is clearly identifiable in the 
figure, and is a well defined function of neutron energy. 
8.5 Neutron detection efficiency of the N E213 detector 
The efficiency of neutron detection is an intrinsic property of the detector used and it is a quantity 
relating the fraction of pulses recorded by the detector with the energy, En, to the number of the 
neutrons incident on the detector (the probability of the detector being able to detect a neutron 
with energy, En) 
(E ) = number of detected neutrons 
f n number of incident neutrons' 
(B.5) 
The detection efficiency can be determined either by measurement or by calculation. Many 
methods have been used for the measurement of detection efficiency [65]. To obtain an unknown 
neutron energy spectrum the response function for the detector should be measured and then 
unfolded using the response matrix. Many unfolding codes have been developed over the years, 
based on several different techniques, such as least-squares adjustments, genetic algorithms or 
maximum entropy methods [36, 66, 67]. The neutron detection efficiency of the detector for 
detecting a neutron of a particular energy is the probability of an incident neutron of that energy 
to produce an acceptable pulse in the detector. Measurement of the neutron detection efficiency 
in NE213 scintillator requires information about the different probabilities of the interaction of the 
neutron with the scintillation material. Since the NE213 contains hydrogen and carbon nuclei, 
a precise knowledge of the n-p and n-C scattering cross sections is important, i.e. for a neutron 
to be detected it must transfer enough energy to a charged particle for the scintillation pulse to 
exceed the electron ic detection th reshold of the detection system. 
The detection efficiency fnp(E" , Lnp), of the NE213 scintillator was determined as a function of 
neutron energy, En, above a pulse height threshold, L lll' . Table B.1 shows the different factors 
used to determine the neutron detection efficiency for N E213. 
The total number of protons, rlH, per cm2 presented to the beam by the scintillator is given by 
the equation 3.4 and was calculated by substituting the values presented on page 35 in equation 











Table 8.1: Factors used to calculate the efficiency of NE213 scintillator. 
En (JlJ nlf ¢npj flJ U(flJ) 
(MeV) (barn) (barn-I) (10-:1) (10-:3) 
5.36 1.551 0.252 0.081 31.65 2.36 
5.63 1.49 0.252 0.122 45.8 2.39 
5.92 1.434 0.252 0.173 62.51 2.52 
6.23 1.381 0.252 0.213 74.12 2.62 
6.56 1.332 0.252 0.254 85.25 2.74 
6.93 1.271 0.252 0.294 94.16 2.83 
7.32 1.23 0.252 0.334 103.52 2.96 
7.75 1.165 0.252 0.37 108.62 2.96 
8.22 1.107 0.252 0.405 112.98 3 
8.65 1.067 0.252 0.435 116.96 3.04 
9.2 1.004 0.252 0.475 120.17 3.06 
9.6 0.97 0.252 0.502 122.7 3.09 
10.03 0.938 0.252 0.514 121.49 3.02 
10.49 0.899 0.252 0.54 122.33 3.01 
10.97 0.862 0.252 0.56 121.64 2.98 
11.5 0.828 0.252 0.579 120.81 2.92 
12.06 0.796 0.252 0.599 120.15 2.89 
12.67 0.76 0.252 0.614 117.59 2.8 
13.32 0.723 0.252 0.634 115.51 2.74 
14.02 0.689 0.252 0.658 114.24 2.68 
14.78 0.655 0.252 0.672 110.92 2.58 
15.61 0.62 0.252 0.692 108.11 2.49 
16.51 0.587 0.252 0.707 104.58 2.38 
17.49 0.553 0.252 0.731 101.86 2.3 
18.56 0.523 0.252 0.692 91.2 2.05 
19.73 0.489 0.252 0.653 80.46 1.8 
21.02 0.458 0.252 0.614 70.86 1.58 
22.43 0.426 0.252 0.574 61.62 1.36 
24 0.397 0.252 0.54 54.02 1.19 
25.75 0.368 0.252 0.504 46.73 1.02 
27.69 0.337 0.252 0.47 39.91 0.86 
29.87 0.307 0.252 0.437 33.8 0.71 
32.31 0.281 0.252 0.409 28.96 0.59 
35.08 0.255 0.252 0.382 24.54 0.49 
38.23 0.23 0.252 0.355 20.57 0.39 
41.83 0.206 0.252 0.329 17.07 0.3 
45.97 0.184 0.252 0.309 14.32 0.22 
50.78 0.163 0.252 0.286 11.74 0.15 
56.42 0.144 0.252 0.274 9.94 0.09 
60.44 0.132 0.252 0.261 8.68 0.06 
62.18 0.128 0.252 0.258 8.32 0.05 
63.99 0.124 0.252 0.255 7.96 0.04 











,,:,nti IIJtOl of J [""lieul;" enel£.Y VIJ fl-P elJ,til scatte rill£, IS [25J 
(B 6) 
fill: the numbe, of hydrogen JtOIllS ~ e r un it ero" '~ltio"JI Jre~ ~r~;.enled to the I>eJm by the 
>cintdlator , 
!I,,, the numbH of (<1,bon Jtoms per un it ero" sec\ionJI are~ ~re''''1\~d to the beJIll by the 
scinllliatOl, 
<Dnp! ( Fn. Lnp) ' the ffaction of ll1ol1o-~n e(p;etic n~lJtrons of energy E" det ected" bovc pul'ic height 
thre'hold L"p that undergo n-p ~Iastic ,c"ttHin~ onlv in the NE213 <clntillator, 
(TII(E,,): th~ total [lOSS sect ion for n-p e la,tlc ":;]tter,,,£. , ~"d 
fTC. th e lot.1 crOss ; ection for JII neutron induc~d re;Klion< with " ( in th~ <cinlillJlor 
A, the mea""ement. in the p'e'~ nt work were mad~ u,in,.; cvllndrlcal NE213 of an area of 20 X 
~O X 50 x 50 mm, the thin <,-in t ill_tor appwximation wa, a5SlJm ~d to b~ valid [60], th ~ rcfore In 
thi' ca,"" th e lI l fC'II + lI eoe bKJme « 1 and <'qlJation B.6 will be reduced to 
(B.7) 
Tne lin . 1 r~"-Jlt, art plotted ,n Fig , tl,8 that ;nows th e neutron dete ltion elirci el>lY for th~ NE213 
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